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Prepositions exercises for class 7 cbse

Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions. Answers 1. We regret that we cannot comply with your request. 2. The best candidate should be appointed to the post. 3. He is addicted to gambling. 4. I was amazed at her stupendous ignorance. 5. We must be grateful for the blessings that God has bestowed on us. 6. We
called at a friend’s house on the way. 7. On the way we came across an old beggar. 8. We agreed upon a certain course of action. 9. People in many villages don’t have access to electricity. 10. He was accused of theft. 11. He has been absent from classes for three days now. Explore numerous NCERT MCQ Questions
for Class 7 English Grammar Prepositions Pdf free download is available online for students. By taking help from MCQ Questions for Class 7 English with Answers during preparation, score maximum marks in the exam. Try maintaining a time limit while answering Prepositions Class 7 MCQs Questions with Answers so
that it would be useful in your actual exams. Download the Prepositions Multiple Choice Questions PDF free of cost and get good scores in the board exams. MCQ Questions for Class 7 English Grammar Prepositions with Answers Enhance your subject knowledge through Prepositions MCQ Online Test and lay a
stronger foundation of your basics. Verify your answers with MCQ on Prepositions provided and know where you went wrong. Use the Objective Questions of Class 7th Prepositions MCQ with Answers provided below and understand all the concepts easily. Read the following sentences carefully and fill in the blanks with
the most suitable prepositions from the alternatives given below: Question 1. He reached the station ………………… bus. (a) on (b) by (c) at (d) with Answer Answer: (b) by Question 2. She writes a letter ……………… a pen. (a) to (b) by (c) with (d) from Answer Answer: (c) with Question 3. I was born ……………..
Shahdara ……………… Delhi. (a) in, in (b) at, in (c) at, at (d) on, at Answer Answer: (b) at, in Question 4. I go …………………… temple every day. (a) at (b) to (c) by (d) on Answer Answer: (b) to Question 5. Pay attention ……………. what I say. (a) at (b) to (c) by (d) on Answer Answer: (b) to Question 6. Leaves are
falling ………………….. the trees. (a) from (b) off (c) by (d) of Answer Answer: (b) off Question 7. He ran away ……………… my money. (a) with (b) from (c) at (d) to Answer Answer: (a) with Question 8. We are waiting ………………… the bus. (a) at (b) for (c) by (d) of Answer Answer: (b) for Question 9. Suresh got
………………….. the bus. (a) upon (b) on (c) into (d) at Answer Answer: (c) into Question 10. He is a man ………………. high character. (a) of (b) with (c) in (d) by Answer Answer: (a) of The above furnished information regarding NCERT MCQ Questions for Class 7 English Grammar Prepositions Pdf free download is
true as far as our knowledge is concerned. If you have any doubts regarding CBSE Class 7 English Grammar Prepositions MCQs Multiple Choice Questions with Answers, feel free to reach us via the comment section and we will reach you at the soonest possible. This exercise will help you to practise your use of
prepositions, an area that many students have problems with. Remember, keep doing the exercises again until you get them all right, and then try them again a week later to see if you can remember them. Definition: A preposition is a word placed before a noun or a pronoun to show in what relation the person or thing
denoted by it stands in regard to something else. This grammar section explains English Grammar in a clear and simple way. There are example sentences to show how the language is used. You can also visit the most accurate and elaborate NCERT Solutions for Class 7 English. Every question of the textbook has
been answered here. For example: There is a cow in the field. He is fond of tea. The cat jumped off the chair. In Sentence 1, the preposition joins a noun to another noun; In Sentence 2, the preposition joins a noun to an Adjectives, In Sentence 3, the preposition joins a noun to a verb. Preposition Exercises for Class 7
CBSE With Answers Pdf The noun or pronoun which is used with a preposition is called its objects. It is an Accusative case and is said to be governed by the preposition. As, in sentence 1, the noun field is in the Accusative case, governed by the preposition in. A preposition may have two or more objects; as, the road
runs over hill and plain. A preposition is usually placed before its object, as, which of these chairs did you sit on? Preposition Exercises Solved Examples for Class 7 CBSE Note 1: When the object is the Relative pronoun that, as in sentence 1, the preposition is always placed at the end. Note 2: Sometimes the object is
placed first for the sake of emphasis. Exercise on preposition – buses Question 1. Complete the exercise with the correct prepositions. (i) If you want to go ________ bus, you have to go the bus stop. (ii) You look ________ the time table. (iii) Then you wait ________ your bus. (iv) When the bus arrives. You get
________ the bus. (v) You buy a ticket ________ the driver or show your ticket ________ the driver. (vi) When you arrive. ________ your destination, you get ________ the bus. (vii) Sometimes you even have to change buses ________ another bus stop. Answer: (i) by, to (ii) at (iii) for (iv) on (v) from, to (vi) off (vii) at
Question 2. Complete the exercise with the correct prepositions. (i) Look ________ this painting. (ii) ________ the painting, you can see a little girl. (iii) So, it is a painting ________ a girl. (iv) A famous painter painted it. So it is a painting ________ a famous painter. (v) My grandma once owned the painting, but she gave
it to me on my birthday. So it is a picture ________ my grandma. Answer: (i) at (ii) In (iii) of (iv) by (v) from Question 3. Fill in the correct prepositions, (i) Peter is playing tennis ________ Sunday. (ii) My brother’s birthday is ________ the 5th of November. (iii) My birthday is ________ May. (iv) We are going to see my
parents ________ the weekend. (v) ________ 1666, a great fire broke out in London. (vi) I don’t like walking alone in the streets ________ night. (vii) What are you doing ________ the afternoon? (viii) My friend has been living in Canada ________ two years. (ix) I have been waiting for you ________ seven o’clock. (x) I
will have finished this essay ________ Friday. Answer: (i) on (ii) on (iii) in (iv) at (v) In (vi) at (vii) in (viii) for (ix) since (x) by Preposition Exercises Practice Examples for Class 7 CBSE 1. Complete the exercise according to the picture. ________ the picture, I can see Santa Claus and a girl. Santa is sitting ________ a
chair. The girl is standing ________ Santa. Santa and the girl are looking ________ each other. The girl has a present ________ her hands. the girl, there is a Christmas tree. There are more presents ________ the tree. Santa’s big bag is lying ________ the floor. 2. Complete the sentences using prepositions. 1. Jiwan
soon rowed __________ the river and tied __________ the boat __________ the other side. 2. __________ both sides __________ the lonely road there were endless mighty trees. 3. __________ the holidays I intend to visit many places which I have heard __________ friends who have been __________ those
places. 4. The new dam that was built __________ the river produces electricity __________ many parts of the country. 5. I made an urgent request __________ their help to look __________ the key __________ the storeroom. 6. He parked his car __________ a line of parked cars __________ the building. 7.
__________ about two weeks we’re going __________ holiday __________ the Sahara Desert. 8. I expect to return __________ Shanghai __________ about a week’s time to continue __________ my poinnering reasearch __________ why frogs croak __________ night and not __________ the daytime. 9. Water
splashed __________ my face when the bottle slipped __________ my hand and dropped __________ the basin full __________ water. 10. __________ the past few weeks, I was __________ hospital recovering __________ a mysterious illness. I was well looked __________ __________ doctors and nurses. Word
Search 1. Write the preposition in the space provided. 2. Find the word in the word search puzzle. (Word only run across and down.) Class 7 English Grammar Chapter 14 The Preposition. A Preposition is a word that is placed before a Noun or Pronoun to show its relation to some other word (noun, pronoun, adjective,
adverb) in a sentence. Common preposition words are till, by, after, behind, with, to, into, upon, beside, besides, between, among, over, above, under, below, since, at, on, in, from, etc. Class: 7English GrammarChapter: 14The PrepositionPriceI got a cow for six goats.PurposeWe go to school for
education.SuitabilityWalking is good for health.PreparationShe is getting ready for office.CauseHema is praised for her beauty.DistanceThe forest stretched for miles.For four days/months/years/a long time/several days/so many days/a short time/a little while/how long etc. I have lived in this house for two years. For how
long had he been absent from duty?MeansMr. Chauhan makes his living by teaching.TimeThe enemy attacked by night.SwearingI swear by God.MannerI caught him by the ear.AmountThey sell rice by the quintal.ReasonShe is suffering from fever.PlaceThe child fell from the roof.PointNo one knows where he came
from.SeparationHe is safe from danger.SourceTea comes from Assam.To indicate specific day and date; part of certain days and dates – on Christmas evening, on Sunday morning / evening / on the morning of the 15th, on the night of June 22, 2020.Open spaceHe works on a rubber plantation/platform/a farm/an
estate.Things at restThe book is on the table.Means of travellingHe travelled on horseback/foot/a cycle/a camel.SupportClimbers grow on trees.ConcernI have written a book on translation.
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